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SANTA MARIA MAGGIORE TOUR AND THE CENTOVALLI
TRAIN

Duration: In the day

The price refers to: person

Program:
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LOCARNO - SANTA MARIA MAGGIORE - DOMODOSSOLA
Morning departure from the chosen location to Lake Maggiore via Como. Arrival in Locarno and brief free tour
of this beautiful town: the famous Piazza Grande, the quaint old town with its narrow streets, the Rococo-style
church dedicated to the Virgin of the Assumption, and the Visconti Castle, which houses an archaeological
museum inside. At the end, departure on the Centovalli Train. The route passes through picturesque
landscapes dominated by wild mountains, streams and waterfalls along a route formed by 83 bridges and 31
tunnels. Completely surrounded by nature, this track offers passengers the opportunity to observe
breathtaking views up close. Stop at Santa Maria Maggiore, a precious jewel box set in the Vigezzo Valley. Free
tour of Piedmont's largest Christmas Market with more than 200 booths set up in the narrow streets and small
squares of the historic center. In addition to admiring and purchasing original gift ideas, all strictly handmade,
you will have the opportunity to admire the entire village dressed up with many decorations that will enhance
the already picturesque corners of this snowy mountain village. The warmth of stoves made from logs all along
the market route, the scent of chestnuts and music will make your day in Santa Maria Maggiore a pleasant one.
Free lunch. In the afternoon, continue by train to Domodossola. Meet the coach and start the return journey
with arrival expected in the evening.

Il tour include:
Travel by motor coach from Trezzo sull'Adda Train ticket Locarno-Santa Maria Maggiore-Domodossola (or vice
versa) Assistant for the duration of the trip Medical/baggage insurance Insurance against cancellation

Nel tour non è compreso:
Hotels, beverages and meals not listed in the program Tour guides and entrance fees of all kinds Anything not
mentioned in "the fee includes"

Day trip to Piedmont. After a short stop in Locarno, we will take the Centovalli Railway, which runs through
picturesque landscapes surrounded by nature. We will stop in Santa Maria Maggiore, which hosts the largest
Christmas Market in Piedmont. In the afternoon we will continue by train to Domodossola before returning.

In collaboration with Turi Turi Tour Operator


